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About This Game

'The Interview' is an experimental experience. It's not about "what" is the Interview, it's about "why". The Interview will ask you
questions, will make you decide and you will answer them. But it's not as simple as that. It's not just an interview.

Your name is Adam. You're searching for a job. You walk into a white room while a voice tells you to sit in the red
chair. You really don't know anything but your name. So the room starts with the experiments. Are you left-handed or

right-handed? Black or white? But things start to get weirder and weirder until you realize what's going on.

Everything is related to the red box.

That red little box.
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Pros:
- Works on a low-end laptop
- Big world

Cons:
- I never become motion sick in VR but this is quite the stomache turner;
- Does not work with WMR Motion controllers;
- Graphics are really below average

Personally, I do not recommend this game. Paradox DLC crushes all who stand in its way.. Pretty cool game. The mechanics are
good and the story is also neat. It's kinda short but 2 hours for 5 bucks is fair i'd say.. It was honestly an amazing surprise to see
this masterpiece of video gaming from the 90's come to Steam where it can finally get more recognition that it deserves. From
my earliest memories of PC gaming this has remained one of my top and all time cherished games not only for it's introduction
to it's interesting point and click gameplay but the atmosphere it set that still both thrills and haunts me to this day.

The story begins with you, Frank Carlson, reminiscing and regretting that fateful voyage many years after from his flat in
London during World War II. Used and discarded from the service he wonders what things would have been like if he had
managed to do things differently on the night the titanic struck the iceberg. Suddenly air raid sirens scream out and a bombing
run begins from the Germans. An bomb falls in your street and the flat is destroyed yet you are somehow transported back to
that night onboard the Titanic. It's never quite explained why but it's an interesting way to relive Carlson's past and your new
decisions can alter history. Not just the fate of the characters or the ship but the fate of the world. That may seem dramatic but
it's true and done in a pretty believable way.

From talking to other passengers, exploring the ship and solving puzzles you manage to piece together the conspiracy that is
taking place and ultimately get an ending that determines how well you did. And that's where the fate of the world come into
play. The puzzles are pretty simple as you might expect from a point and click game but some can be a little more tricky such as
trying to find a single, tiny cuff-link on board a huge ship or getting a long combination code to a Matryoshka Doll safe (Russian
nesting doll).
(Luckily for me when I got my copy many, many years ago from a car boot sale the person had printed out hints and a pretty
thorough walk through and left it in there for the next person. Very handy for when I got stuck.)

The control scheme is extremely simple with just the arrow keys and mouse which need no explanation. You have an inventory
bag for when you need to use items or read over notes that have been collected.
Adventure out of Time also nicely added in a mode that lets your tour the ship without having to worry about the story so you
can just sit back, relax and wander round and enjoy those nostalgic views of 90's video game architecture.
The biggest thing for me though in this game is it's beautiful soundtrack which can give off that vibe of being stuck in a classy
ship with an uneasy feeling knowing the ship is doomed. Erik Holt did an amazing job and the song "2nd Class - F Deck" will
always give me nightmares. Every time I heard it I just wanted to rush out of the area because it is so damn chilling! I
recommend checking out this soundtrack on YouTube if you love haunting music. If you've played this before then you'll
remember everything.
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If you're a fan of puzzle games or want to check out some games from the evolving times of the 1990's then definitely give this
one a go. The animations of the real life characters and the movement can sometimes be a little clunky but it's easy to overcome
and you'll be lost in it's charm in no time.
10/10

(If you want to see what it's like here's a playthrough I did of it several years ago.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iKlIaf1NvKg&t=0s&list=PLanG8xFKdpEEkRqTYh2876m6eGI3Wk49O&index=2). I
have meet with the Creed personels, they so humble, so I buy all they songs.... The gameplay is simple and yet there are depth to
it.

Graphics are minimalistic but sufficient to support gameplay.

Would love to see this game adapted to mobile!. Very addictive game! Worth every penny!. This was good in the beginning, but
take Zamasu to give you lessons, you can send this \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing DLC straight to hell.

because of Zamasu's \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING lessons, i accidently broke one of my drawing books when i threw my
controller in rage because of how \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ED, his designs is!

"Input the combo what shows on the screen" up my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 if you think i'd like getting
my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665kicked to desperately do to proceed, then you're just a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
high stack of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing disapointment, BANDAI..... I have not played it much on pc but oh boy did I play
it on Wii, this was my childhood I loved this game worth a play-through. I bought this game because graphicaly somewhat
reminded me of The Swapper - which is a great platformer where you use 'clones' of yourself to get things done. But it did not
engage me at all.
 The premises of the game are good - you can use gravity, and control time, and it does look pretty cool. 20 minutes into the
game and I regret buying it - and double regret buying it 6 months ago and not being able to return it.
 The controls feel extremely clunky. Trying to run and suddenly roll is not really confortable in the hand. Having to examine the
crates where the items are to just look at them and click them seems a waste of time, just grabbing them would be easier.
Deaths don't have great animations, when I fell through a set of lasers no change was seen in the character. The rope mechanics
are OK but add to that sense of clunkiness the game gives in overal.
 There is no control support (I tried with both a PS4 and an 360 control) which would be good but not perfect - as there is the
option to shoot down enemy bullets with your own bullets while you are on bullet time, and an analog stick might not be the best
to do this.
 Maybe in some time I would give this another try and change my mind, but I encourage people to try it for themselves first.
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Old and boring.. Inversus is one of my favorite controller games.
Learning the controls is easy; just one thumb stick to move and four buttons to shoot in four directions. There is a huge array of
maps to play on as well, each one unique with the later ones becoming mind-meltingly hilarious. Local and online multiplayer
work flawlessly.

There is also an arcade mode to play, but I have stayed to the versus mode.. Read this before finishing Steins;Gate true ending
for an even more satisfying conclusion.. There is something to be said about games that involve teaching real skills that can be
utilized in the real world. I love anatomy and physiology games, psychology games and the like. Particularly since I worked in
the health field for many years. This game is an excellent example of application of a real world skill that is taught in a
particularly fun way: a Fox!
  If you're interested in investing ten minutes or more a day learning a viable skill to help with pain, a.d.h.d, Anxiety, focus and
many other conditions, this is a fantastic resource.

 Great game, guys. Thank you. played 5 minutes and was already bored. all you do is shoot power cells and kill robots thats it. i
had a coupon for this game so i only paid 10 cents for and still it wasn't worth it. infact even if it was free it would still not be
worth it cause the game is so poorly programmed and it feels like the dev didn't even try to make this game. this is nothing but a
cash grab do NOT buy this game and do NOT support the developer.
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